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Abstract- The work presented in this paper, focuses on the
problem of bending of text-lines observed in document
images. A method is developed for estimation and removal of
line bending deformations introduced in document images
during the process of scanning. The method consists of three
stages. In the first stage, a decision methodology is proposed
to locate the side of deformation and the direction of
deformation. A method is derived to estimate the amount of
deformation in the second stage. Finally, a transformation
process brings out the correction. The method has been tested
on varieties of printed document images containing the bent
text-lines at page borders)
Keywords- Deformation, Transformation, Skewness, De
warping, noise)
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the major issue while preparing a document image for
processing is to produce a quality document image for further
image analysis. Some of normally performed pre processing
activities on document images are noise removal and skew
correction. Noise is a prevalent artefact introduced in document
images by image acquisition device or due to poor quality of
document media. Skew is the orientation introduced while
placing the document into scanning device. Unless these two
problems are handled properly in the document images, it is
very difficult to proceed with the other sequence of activities in
DIA. Generally, ‘noise’ components in a document image are
referred as salt-and-pepper noise or impulse and speckle noise
or just dirt. One more typical type of noise introduced while
scanning a document image is due to (1) copying a page of a
thick bound book because of non-planar surface created by the
book on the flat copying surface (2) non -linearity in copying
the contents at the start and finish ends of scanning. These
result in ‘bending of text-lines’ at the page borders. Such bent
text–lines are elliptical in shape. Samples of such bending of
text -lines document images are shown in fig(1).

Fig.1: Sample of line bending in document images[6]
a) Left upward (b) Right upward (c) Left downward (d) Right
downward
Bending of text-lines in document images may occur on left or
right borders of the document image and deformation may be
in either upwa document image viz., left upward or left
downward or right upward or right downward to take further
correction work. A decision process is adopted to locate the
border and direction of deformation. Domain knowledge of
printed document images and few assumptions are used in this
process. The proposed method assumes that the document
images considered are free from noise and skew and the
decision process is explained in section 2. Once the side and
direction of deformation is identified, subsequently estimation
of bending of text-lines is made through elliptical
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approximation model and the method is explained in section 3.
Section 4 gives the explanation of correction of the deformed
image through a transformation process based on the
estimation of the deformation. An implementation for the
method is given in section 5. Experimental results are
explained in section 6. Finally, section 7 outlines the
conclusion on the work.
II. DETECTION OF BORDER OF TEXT -LINES
BENDING AND DIRECTION
Domain knowledge about the printed document image is the
basis for detecting the edge and direction of bending of textlines. The domain knowledge is that the lines in document are
clearly separated, bending of lines occur only at the borders of
the document, bending is either upward or downward in a line.
It is evident from number of samples that bending of text-lines
is towards borders and the mid region of any document image
is always free from bending deformation. Deformation
normally, occurs only in ¼th of left or right border of the
document image. Using 1/4th through 3/4th region of the
document image, uniform line separation area between two
lines is determined as shown in fig (2).

Fig.2:Area indicating uniform separation between two
lines[2]
Two regions of 1/4th areas within the uniform lines separation
region to the left is demarked as left zone and to the right as
right zone.
III. ELLIPSE AND LINE DRAWING ALGORITHM
A digital differential analyzer (DDA) line drawing algorithm
draws a line between any two specified points. A midpoint
ellipse drawing algorithm draws an elliptical arc for given
center, x-radius and y-radius. An imaginary elliptical arc and
an imaginary line based on the side and direction of
deformation from the position of deformation to edge of
document helps in further processing. A series of elliptical arcs
and lines are drawn until a suitable arc and a line are
encountered such that the arc and line enclose the deformed
region as shown in fig(3).

Fig.3: Enclosing the deformed area within an arc and a
line[2]
Starting with smallest sized elliptical arc, a search process is
performed to fit a suitable Within each uniform line separation
region two sub regions each with 1/4th of the total area are
marked towards left and right borders as left zone and right
zone respectively. Leftsum and rightsum are two counters
which keep the average count of number of points of the text
entering the line separation region towards the left and right
zones respectively.
An iterative search procedure is performed on the other side of
the bent text- line to fit a line such that the bent portion of line
is completely enclosed between the elliptical arc and line
drawn. An algorithmic procedure for obtaining such line is
given below.
x1 = x coordinate of deformation starting position
y1 = y coordinate of deformation starting position
x2 = x coordinate value at the edge of the document
y2 = y1
draw line(x1,y1,x2,y2)
while (line intersect the deformed text line) do
change y2 by 1 unit
draw line(x1,y1,x2,y2)
end while
ellipse that encompasses the deformation and the procedure is
given as an algorithmic skeleton below.
x centre = x coordinate of deformation starting position
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y centre = y coordinate of deformation starting position - 1
x radius = distance from edge to deformation st ellipse that
encompasses the deformation and the procedure is given as an
algorithmic skeleton below.
x centre = x coordinate of deformation starting position
y centre = y coordinate of deformation starting position - 1
x radius = distance from edge to deformation starting position
y radius = 1
draw ellipse(x centre ,y centre,x radius,y radius)
while (arc not touch deformed text) do
change y centre by 1 unit
increase y radius by 1 unit
draw ellipse(x centre ,y centre,x radius,y radius)
end while
The values of parameters are dependent on side and direction
of deformation. Fig(4)demonstrates the position of arc and line
based on deformation.

Fig.4: Drawing arc and line based on parameter value[3]
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It is possible to estimate the height of the deformed text line
erroneously due to text contents. The text contents may not
have characters with upper and lower strokes like ‘g’, ‘h’, ’y’,
‘t’ etc. as shown in fig(5.a). Such deformed texts will lead to
the situation of improper estimation to the deformation level
and requires re-estimation. Re-estimation is made by drawing
another arc with corrected parameters. The correction of error
in estimation is done as follows:
h1 = height of deformed text line at edge
h2 = height of actual text line height
if h1 < h2 then
difference in height (dh) = h1 - h2
change y centre by dh units
increase y radius by dh units
draw ellipse(x centre ,y centre ,x radius ,y radius)
end if
Re-estimated level of deformation by another ellipse with
different parameters may be noticed in fig (5.b). Once the
estimation of deformation is completed, the correction process
is done through transformation and is explained in the next
section.
IV. TRANSFORMATION PROCESS
A spatial domain transformation is performed on image to
remove the bending of text -line in the deformed region. The
correction of estimated bending deformation adopts a point
processing technique [] of shift in y-direction. In this
transformation the deformed part of document is shifted in ydirection based on the estimation of bending of text-lines.
Transformation [] process can be represented as:
g’(x,y) = T[g(x,y)]
where is the original deformed image in spatial coordinates g’
is the deformation corrected image in the same coordinate
system and T is the point processing transformation function
for deformation correction.
V. METHODOLOGY
The implementation of the proposed method is described in the
form of skeleton algorithm below. Algorithm contains module
only for the estimation and correction of left downward
marginal deformation. Modules can be similarly incorporated
for the other possible types of bending of text-lines viz., left
upward, left downward, right upward and right downward.

Fig.5: (a) Possibility of error in height Fig. 5: (b) Reestimation of height estimation [5]

1. Determine the side of deformation
2. Determine the direction of deformation
3. If (left down-deformation) then do left down-correction
4. if (left up-deformation) then do left up -correction
5. if(right down-deformation) then do right down-correction
6. if(right up -deformation) then do right up-correction
7. end Left down-correction module
1. for each line in the document image
a. fix up an imaginary arc and line as explained in section 3
b. for each point p(x ,y) on arc
i) d=distance between p(x, y) and q(x, y’) on top text line
ii) shift all points between arc and line at x up by a value d
Similarly, modules for estimation and correction can be
implemented to the other three possible types of bending of
text-lines .
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test samples were considered are with different font size and
style, different line spacing and different scanning resolution.
Fig(7) and Fig (8) shows the different input images and
corrected output images as result.
TABLE 1: RESULT ANALYSIS

Fig.6: describes transformation process for left downward
correction [5]

Fig.8: (b) Left downward text-line bending corrected[6]

Fig.7: (a) Document image with left upward bending of textlines[6]

VII. CONCLUSION
The developed method for estimation and removal of line
bending deformation does not require any special
arrangements to acquire the document image, the image
obtained by flat -bed scanner is sufficient. The experimental
results are fairly close to the results of the method proposed by
Breuel and Zhang which requires set up for acquiring stereo
vision image and Complex mathematical models for
construction of 3D image vision and interpolation techniques.
The developed model is very sensitive to noise and skew.

Fig.7: (b) Left upward text-line bending corrected[6]

Fig.9: (a) right downward text-line bending of text lines[7]

Fig.8: (a) Document image with left downward bending of
text-lines[6]
Fig. 9: (b) right downward text-line corrected[7]
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method is tested using more than 50 samples of
English as well as on Gurmukhi document images containing
text-lines bending deformations. The result of the experiments
conducted is very much promising. Tests were conducted on all
four types of text line bending deformed document images. The
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Fig.10: more examples on de warping
VIII.
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